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TRACKING RESIGNATIONs/NOTABLE DEATHS: 

 Senior Biden communications aide QUITS 
White House ahead of State of the Union 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101009  

VAX NEWS, PROTESTS, AND MANDATES: 
 Quebec MP slams Trudeau’s use of 

Emergencies Act against freedom protests 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101010  

 JUST IN - The Canadian Civil Liberties 
Association states the government has not 
met the Emergencies Act threshold. 
https://twitter.com/cancivlib/status/149338357
9983917057  

 Canada(Fwd from The Great Reset Times –
J. Bear River) 
Leader of the Socialist Party of Canada 
Jagmeet Singh says his party will support the 
Trudeau government's use of the 
Emergencies Act... is anyone surprised? 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101015 

 Deputy Prime Minister Chrystia Freeland is a 
member of the World Economic Forum's 
Board of Trustees (h/t Chief Nerd) 
https://www.weforum.org/people/chrystia-
freeland  

 
 

RUSSIA/UKRAINE: 

 Fwd from Amir Tsarfati: Some important 
developments to follow in the coming hours:  

 

1811115FEB22 News Highlights 
 

 

WORLD NEWS & MOAR 

President Putin is expected to 
meet soon in the Kremlin with 
Defense Minister Shigeo and 
Foreign Minister Lavrov, and 
according to Kremlin 
spokesman Peskov, Putin is 
also expected to meet with 
Belarusian President 
Lukashenko "until the 
weekend" - all while the huge 
military common to the two 
countries, "Joint 
Determination", is conducted 
in southern Belarus not far 
from the Ukrainian border. 
And no less important - 
tomorrow a debate and vote 
will be held in the lower house 
of the Russian parliament in 
Moscow, the "Duma", bills 
asking President Putin to 
recognize the independence 
of the two independent 
entities in the Donbas region - 
"Donetsk People's Republic" 
and "Luhansk People's 
Republic "  .  Two copies of 
the bills are addressed one 
for approval by the Kremlin 
and the other for approval by 
Foreign Minister Lavrov.  To 
the extent that Russia 
officially recognizes the 
independence of those 
entities, the latter will be able 
to demand that Moscow 
"assist” them in the face of an 
external threat" such as a  

Politics and Related News Cont’d 

seemingly Ukrainian military threat of any kind. 
 And this is a critical point, because here lies in 
the case of a staged incident that resembles 
one or another alleged attack by the Ukrainian 
army against these entities that will end in 
"disaster" - a shell that will fall on a school, 
kindergarten or nursing home, and cause many 
"victims"  Which will lead the independent 
entities that have only been recognized by 
Russia to ask Moscow for its assistance and 
defense "against Ukrainian aggression" - and 
here is the CASUS BELLI , the forces are 
prepared and ready, and from there a terrible 
mess. 
In addition, and this is another important 
indicator - this week is expected to begin 
exercise "Thunder 2022" or in Russian гром 
("Grom") - a huge exercise on a large scale of 
all the nuclear forces of the Russian army. It is 
interesting that this exercise is usually held in 
October,  It was brought forward to February, 
quite unusually, as part of the exercise will 
close, for example, very large areas of sea 
north of Norway in the southwest of the Barents 
Sea but also in other areas, and various 
missiles are expected to be launched, including 
ballistic missiles and cruise missiles. 
One assessment is that the exercise is taking 
place right now to deter NATO forces if Russia 
does expand its military activities against 
Ukraine.  The large-scale exercise involves 
ships, submarines, planes and mobile ground 
launchers.  This exercise joins of course a 
series of military exercises of the Russians in a 
variety of regions, in addition to their 
deployment on the Russian-Ukrainian border 
and the great exercise together with Belarus. 
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Ukrainian Ambassador to Germany: 
Requesting 12,000 anti-tank missiles.  "The 
feeling is that war is becoming more and 
more inevitable. And it is possible that even 
Kiev itself will be bombed in the coming 
days." 
The Russian - Ukrainian crisis: 
Let me remind you all that China is watching 
and learning! The outcome of this crisis will 
re-shape the whole world! 
In a televised speech, Ukraine’s President 
Zelensky called upon Ukrainian born 
oligarchs to "Return to your people, thanks to 
whom you got your factories and wealth"  
Also blasted the Putin regime by saying "We 
do not encroach on others, and we will never 
give up on our own”. 
On January 20th, 2021 I remember telling 
people that America and the world will miss 
President Trump. It is now thirteen months 
later and America’s weakness in its shameful 
pullout from Afghanistan has proven to have 
emboldened all the bad guys to the point that 
we are now on the verge of another world 
war. 
 The world is now reaping what it has been 
sowing for decades. The progressive pacifist 
liberal mindset never solved any problem, but 
rather created new ones or made the existing 
ones worse! 
 It’s ironic to see how the world’s only 
superpower ran away from a bunch of 
illiterate Afghan cave dwellers in panic, yet 
now thinks it can withstand the strength of the 
world’s most powerful nuclear giant! 
Ukrainian President: "We are told that 
February 16 is the day of the attack, we will 
make it the day of unity. Calls on the 
residents to go out on the balconies that day 
to wave flags". 
Every government in the world is now 
recalculating and recalibrating its steps. 
Russia and China are demanding a new 
world order and if it won’t be done in peaceful 
means it might evolve into a world war. I can 
confidently say that the prophet Ezekiel 
predicted a world where “Sheba & Dedan” ( 
Saudi and the gulf states) will be on Israel’s 
side, however, Rosh (Russia), Persia (Iran) 
and Gomer and Togarmah (Turkey) will be on 
the other side. The merchants of Tarshish 
(Europe) and The Young Lions of Tarshish 
(possibly America) won’t be helping Israel 
once the Russian led coalition will attack.  
But God…. 
US secretary of State announced that his 
country is "in the process of temporarily 
relocating our Embassy operations in Ukraine 
from our Embassy in Kyiv to Lviv due to the 
dramatic acceleration in the buildup of 
Russian forces,". 
It’s funny that he says temporarily  
They are destroying so much of their 
equipment as if they won’t see it again. 

 

 U.S. official says satelite 
images show Russia troops  
leaving assembly points and 
moving to attack positions - 
CBS David Martin reporting 
h/t Amir Tsarfati 

 Fwd from Amir Tsarfati: When 
was the last time you heard of 
a country that is being told 
that it on the verge of invasion 
and war, yet those who 
appear to be so concerned 
about it are pulling out their 
soldiers and diplomats? In a 
sense, Putin has already won 
without shooting even one 
bullet. He is watching the kind 
of “assistance” NATO is 
willing to extend and is very 
encouraged.  

  Don’t be surprised! America 
and Europe are watching as 
Iran pounds Saudi Arabia and 
the UAE by sending their 
proxies to use Iranian made 
drones and rockets, yet no 
one is holding the Iranians 
accountable. It appears, 
however, that Putin can easily 
flex his muscles and scare 
them all!  

  This is the butterfly effect: a 
shameful pullout from one 
part of the world is now 
moving and shaking other 
parts of the globe. 

 The World Indeed Has Been 
Watching 

 but but, they said it was going 
to be Trump who started the 
next World War???  

 Jack Detsch: 
https://twitter.com/JackDetsch
/status/149332012177920409
7?s=19  
Just in: President Biden 
spoke to British Prime 
Minister Boris Johnson about 
the situation in Ukraine today, 
according to a UK readout 
“They agreed there remained 
a crucial window for 
diplomacy and for Russia to 
step back from its threats 
toward Ukraine.” 

 🚨BREAKING: Russia is 

reportedly moving 11,200 
additional troops to Ukraine's 
border h/t Aquila 

 🚨BREAKING - US State 

Dept is issuing a "do not 
travel" warning for Moldova 
now, in part, citing "unusual 
and concerning Russian 
military activity around 
Ukraine. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/1
01035 

 Patrick Tucker: 
https://twitter.com/DefTechPat
/status/149341267458727526
6?s=19  

 

US Officials today said that they now 
saw Russian forces assembling in attack 
positions. @Maxar sends these showing 
new arrival of troops and attack 
helicopters, ground attack aircraft and 
fighter-bomber jets to forward locations, 
ground units in attack formations (thread) 

 🚨BREAKING - U.S. tells Americans in 

Belarus to 'leave immediately' due to 
Russia's military buildup along the 
Belarus-Ukraine border. h/t Aquila 

 Russian tanks column in Belgorod 🇷🇺 just 

30 km near the Ukrainian border. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101039  

 Usually 🇷🇺 2S19s are transported on 

trailers. To see it on the move on its own, 
through a city, is very unusual. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101040  

 🇷🇺⚡️🇺🇦 A lot of movement in the cover of 

the night. h/t Aquila 

 🇺🇸⚡️US officials have stated Russia has 

now deployed 105 battalion tactical 
groups near Ukraine with 14 more on the 
way (119 would be 70% of the Russian 
military's total), and "more than half of its 
air power" with roughly 500 combat 
aircraft within range of Ukraine.  

 https://t.co/KHMOT0KA5C  

 ⚡️🇺🇦 Citizens in Donetsk are reporting 

unknown fighter jets overhead. h/t Aquila 

  
NORTH KOREA/JAPAN/TAIWAN/CHINA:  

  
 IRAQ/IRAN/SYRIA/ISRAEL/SA/Kekistan: 

 🇦🇫🇺🇸 The acting Afghan foreign minister,  

Amir Khan Muttaqi, has accused the US 
in an interview with Sputnik of not 
following through on the commitments it 
made during Doha talks. 
The Taliban (under UN sanctions for 
terrorism) official said that Washington 
did not deliver on its promise to have 
Taliban members removed from 
international blacklists and help the 
interim government rebuild the war-torn 
country. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101043  

POLITICS:  

 Giuliani in talks to testify before 6 Jan 
Committee 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101011  

 Ron Johnson says that that mainstream 
media is complicit in what happened with 
the Russia hoax and that they need to be 
held accountable.  
Remember what Q once said: 
"NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS THE 
MEDIA WILL NOT PUSH THE TRUTH. 
MSM IMPLICATED IN HIGHEST LEVEL 
TREASON EVENT IN US MODERN 
DAY HISTORY." 
https://t.me/realKarliBonne/73127  

 "Crime of the century": Hillary Clinton 
"needs to be barred from running for 
office ever again, if and when, John 
Durham ties her directly to this crime," 
says Grant Stinchfield. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101065  

  MOAR: 

 George Washington University 
apologizes for tracking students 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101012  
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 Canadian radio host sacked for supporting 
freedom protesters  
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/101013  

 The S&P 500 ends down as Russia-Ukraine 
tensions heat up 
https://www.reuters.com/business/futures-
slide-fears-potential-russian-attack-ukraine-
2022-02-14/  

DECODES: 

 DELTAS: https://qalerts.app/?q=FEb+15 
(Click/Scroll/READ) 

 US Navy Tweet: 
https://twitter.com/usnavy/status/1493307828
139966466?s=28 

 
 1st Cav Division: 

https://twitter.com/1stcavalrydiv/status/14933
17475538292737?s=28 

 
 EndGame: 

https://twitter.com/endgameww3/status/1493
339661686738947?s=28 

 

 

 3rd Infantry Tweet: 
https://twitter.com/3rd_infantry
/status/149335216409331302
7?s=28 

 
 198th IN BDE Tweet: (+37 sec 

video): 
https://twitter.com/198thosut/s
tatus/1493352555593846791
?s=28  

 
 11th Armored Cav Reg Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/11armored
cavreg/status/149335458391
2943617?s=28 

 
Dept of Defense Tweet: 
https://twitter.com/deptofdefense/stat
us/1493355038823047168?s=28 

 
 
 
 

 US Army Materiel CommandTweet: 
https://twitter.com/armymateriel/status/14
93357484702109697?s=28 

 

 
 Scavino following 982 on Twitter 

 
 Dan Scavino on Twitter: 

https://twitter.com/danscavino/status/149
3424181551190017?s=28  
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 Dan Scavino: 
https://twitter.com/danscavino/status/149338
1691448168448?s=28  

 
 
 

 
 US Army WTF Nation Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/thewtfnation/status/149338
3222822068231?s=28 

 
 2-14 Infantry Regiment-Golden Dragons 

Tweet: 
https://twitter.com/2_14infantry/status/149336
3436524351489?s=28  

 
 Department of Defense Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/deptofdefense/status/1493
419783529930754?s=28 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 
 US Navy Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/usnavy/status/149341
9815758966788?s=28 

 
 11th MEU tweet: 

https://twitter.com/11thmeu/status/14934
03955732254721?s=28 
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 1st MAW Tweet: 
https://twitter.com/1stmaw_marines/status/14
93375268257366017?s=28 

 
 US Forces-Japan Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/usforcesjapan/status/1493
436334114893828?s=28 

o https://qalerts.app/?q=2305%23  

 
 Scavino following 379 on instagram 

 
 

  

  

          

IF YOU ARE NEW TO THE AWAKENING:  
First of all, Welcome. We DO NOT condone violence of any kind. Please visit qalerts.app and READ THE 
DROPS. They are an invaluable resource. LAZINESS is what got us ALL here in the first place. If you don’t 
understand something, ask a fren. We are here to help. Visit us in the chat on telegram or register on the 
website listed above under Frog’s pic. (Links are active on this page if you are in the PDF format). 
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